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Discussion Guide

ABOUT THE BOOK:  Elin's family has an important responsibility: caring
for the fearsome water serpents that form the core of their kingdom's
army. So when some of the creatures mysteriously die, Elin's mother is
sentenced to death as punishment. With her last breath, she manages to
send her daughter to safety. Alone and far from home, Elin soon
discovers that she can communicate with both the terrifying water
serpents and the majestic flying beasts that guard her queen. This skill
gives her great power, but it also involves her in deadly plots that could
cost her life. Can she save herself and prevent her beloved beasts from
being used as tools of war? Or is there no escaping the terrible battles to
come?

1. When caring for the Royal Beasts, Esalu advised Elin not to get involved, saying “you can’t make
accurate judgments without keeping your distance and remaining objective.” Why does Elin disagree
with Esalu? How does Elin taking care of Leelan affirm or refute Esalu’s point?   
 
2. While Elin’s story is the primary focus, we’re also introduced to characters like Ialu and Shunan. What
do these characters have in common? Discuss how their stories are tied together.   
         
3. Esalu tells Elin, “A good teacher is not one who never doubts, but rather one who strives to keep on
learning despite the doubts in their mind.” How did the teachers in Elin’s life, like Joeun and Esalu,
practice this ideology?                                 
 
4. All her life, Elin was seen differently because she had Ahylo blood. When the headmistress told the
students to ignore that Elin is part Ahlyo, Yuyan said, “Instead of ignoring it, we ought to tell people
not to be so dumb as to take those differences in the wrong way.” Why did hearing this bring Elin to
tears? Do you agree with Yuyan?  
 
5. In Elin’s world, schools for girls are designed to prepare students to be good wives and members of
the nobility. Despite the limited opportunities, how did the female characters like Elin, Esalu, and
Yuyan break the stereotypes in their society? Despite being very different from one another, how are
they each models of strong women? 
 

 



6. Elin’s mom told her that “there is something Toda in the wild do naturally that those raised in the
Ponds can’t.” How did Elin figure out this riddle? How is her mother’s experience with the Toda similar
to Elin’s time with the Royal Beasts?
 
7. When Joeun is called back to the capital, he asks Elin to either join him as his foster daughter or go
her own way. Discuss why Elin chose a different path. Do you think she would have been happy if she
had gone with Joeun?
 
8. Elin chooses to use Leelan in battle twice. Do you agree with Elin’s decision? Do you think her
mother would have done the same? 
 
9. The Royal Beasts and Toda have been used as political tools for decades before Elin’s time. Why do
these animals carry so much meaning? How do they represent the divide in Elin’s own personal
history? 
 
10. In many moments throughout the book, Elin asks if the one emotion living things share is love or
fear. Based on the book’s ending, what do you think is the answer to Elin’s question?
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